
SOUNDPROJECTOR

GUEST LAPTOP

1. Audio control buttons are on the same screen as 
the projector controls on TOUCHSCREEN CONTROL

2. Audio Source is the same as the projector source

3. Adust volume by pressing        button to lower 
volume and        button to raise volume

4. The  MUTE  or           button can be used to turn 
sound on and off 

5. Adjust computer/device audio settings as needed

1. Turn on projector and select  Guest  source as per 
instructions in PROJECTOR section above

2. Locate the guest laptop connection cables in the 
compartment in the desktop

3. Connect the HDMI Cable to  your laptop.  You 
might need to use one of the povided Display 
Adaptors

4. If the projector fails to recognize your laptop:
  • For PCs, press + P and click on either  

  Duplicate, Extend, or Second screen only
  • For Macs, press Command + f1 to turn  

  display mirroring on and off
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Call IMS at (509) 527-5257 
or the WCTS Helpdesk at (509) 527-4976
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Display 
Adaptors

HDMI 
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1. Locate the TOUCHSCREEN CONTROL PANEL on the 
desk and activate it by touching the screen

2. Press the Proj Power then Projector On to turn it on 
3. Press an input button to select a source 
 Comp  : Built-in classroom computer
 Guest  : Bring your own device (e.g. laptop)
4. The Hide Screen  and  Show Screen  buttons can be 

used to quickly hide and reveal the projected image 

5. Press Projector Power then Projector Off when done

Push to 
Open

Standard CDs and DVDs can be played over room 
speakers via the classroom computer’s CD/DVD drive.  
1. Push the button (see picture above) to open the 

computer’s CD/DVD drive.  Place the media in the 
tray and push the tray to close.

2. The room computer will automatically detect the 
media and give you the option to play it.

3. Sound Volume can be controled via the 
TOUCHSCREEN PANEL

 If you require the use of a VCR for VHS media, please 
contact IMS at xt 5257 or email us at IMS@whitman.edu

CD/DVD


